] where x = (xi, . . . , x K ).
2.
The system of functional equations. We now set up the system of functional equations which will be used throughout this paper.
Let Proof. Consider a i£-coloured rooted labelled tree, t, with root degree k and root colour i. The tree t consists of a set {h, . . . , t k } of k i£-coloured rooted labelled trees whose roots are joined to a vertex of colour i. Let a PtQ be an indeterminate marking an edge from a vertex of colour p to a vertex of colour q. Let x t mark a vertex of colour i, and z mark any vertex. These trees are enumerated by zXifaafi + . . . + a iK f K ) k /k\ since each of the different orderings of t u . . . , t k , of which these are k\, since the trees are labelled, corresponds to t. The result follows.
The following two results are used in the solution of this system of functional equations. The first is the multivariate extension of the Lagrange theorem, and the second is a specialisation to the monomial case. 
The next corollary is useful in allowing us to avoid the extraction of coefficients from the determinant in Theorem 2.2. 
where g(x) is multilinear. Accordingly we have
and the result follows.
The matrix tree theorem.
We now obtain an enumerative proof of the matrix tree theorem. Although a number of proofs ( [8] , [3] , among others) are available we include this proof since it may be obtained directly from Lemma 2.1. We consider first the stronger form of the theorem in which edges are directed and may be marked with indeterminates. By setting K = 1, an = 1, z = 1 and Xi = x in Lemma 2.1, we note that the number of rooted labelled trees on n vertices is [x n /n\]T(x) where T{x) = xe T(x) . This is, of course, well-known and yields immediately Cayley's result that there are n n~l rooted labelled trees on n nonroot vertices, a fact which, at the functional equation level at least, makes a striking connexion between two classical, and apparently unconnected, results.
The last corollary gives the result when the matrix A of indeterminates a-ij marking the edge ij is replaced by the adjacency matrix of a graph. This is perhaps the more familiar form of the matrix tree theorem. Proof. This follows straightforwardly from Theorem 4.1.
For undirected graphs, for which A is symmetric, the result follows immediately.
KXK

